
Tangy Sourdough – No Yeast added 

 
(The original recipe comes from: https://www.kingarthurflour.com/recipes/extra-tangy-

sourdough-bread-recipe) 

Fed sourdough starter: the elastic marks the level after it was fed. It’s risen 

about 1 1/2” and shows lots of bubbles throughout. Ready to go! 

In addition to 1 1/2 cups of fed active sourdough starter, you 

will need:  

• 1 1/2 cups (340g) lukewarm water 

• 5 cups (602g) All-Purpose Flour, divided 

• 2 tsp salt 

 

You can manage this with nothing more than a glass bowl, a couple of measuring cups and a wooden 

spoon (and lots of arm power). However, it’s easier with a stand mixer and both a paddle and a dough hook 

plus a glass or plastic container that you can cover. If you have one, a Dough Whisk like the one above will 

help mix dough with less effort. I like the little whisk in the centre for mixing my starter. I also use a hand-

held scraper to clean the bowl and help with folding dough. 

 

For baking: if you have a baking stone, this is the perfect place to use it. I also have a banneton (a special 

basket for proofing dough) and a lame (a blade in a handle for cutting slashes.) None of this is necessary: 

a cookie sheet and a serrated knife will do the trick just fine. 

 

https://www.kingarthurflour.com/recipes/extra-tangy-sourdough-bread-recipe
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METHOD: DAY ONE – make a mash 

• Stir down your starter before you measure 1 ½ cups into a liquid measure. 

• Measure 3 cups of flour into the bottom of your bowl: don’t scoop the flour, but rather 

spoon into the measure so it’s not packed down 

• Dump the starter on top of the flour 

• Use the same cup to measure the 1 ½ cups of warm water so you get all the bits of 

sourdough 

• Dump the water into the bowl 

• Using the paddle of your stand mixer, or a wooden spoon if you’re mixing by hand, beat 

the flour/starter mixture vigorously for about a minute 

• I use level 2 on my stand mixer. It should be about the consistency of cake 

batter and you may see some strands of gluten forming 

Scrape the dough into a glass bowl if you are using a steel 

one to mix. (My hand held scraper works well here-- this 

is really sticky!) Cover the bowl with plastic wrap or a 

shower cap and let rest at room temperature for 4 hours. 

(I put mine in the oven with the light on because my 

kitchen is chilly.)   
After 4 hours, refrigerate overnight. I set my covered bowl outside for the night, 

but be careful it doesn’t freeze. The longer you leave it to rest, the tangier it will be. If your 

sourdough is sluggish or not very bubbly, just leave it at room temp overnight to give it time to get 

more lively. 

 
METHOD: DAY 2 – Baking Day 

 

Don’t worry too much if your mash doesn’t look much different. You may see a few 

bubbles making their way through, but otherwise it’s just developing flavor, not 

necessarily rising 

• If you’re using a stand mixer, transfer this mash back to the mixer bowl and use 

the dough hook. 

• My starter may have been a bit thicker than the original recipe called for, so I 

only added about 1 ½ cups of flour instead of the 2 ½ the recipe asked for. 

• It will look super dry to begin but will eventually all incorporate as you mix it. 

• After about 5 minutes, once all the flour was incorporated, dump it out onto a 

floured counter or board and knead by hand for about 5 minutes more, adding 

as little extra flour as you can to keep it from sticking. You may find using a 

bench scraper or handheld scraper will help you to fold your dough if it’s a bit 

wetter than mine. 

• It should be smooth and elastic: it may feel a bit tacky, but it doesn’t actually 

stick to your fingers. 



• Place in a greased bowl, turn dough to grease the top and cover. Let rest for an hour or 

so in a warm place: I put mine in the oven with the light on 

• Turn out onto a lightly floured counter and fold over on itself two 

or three times: if your dough is fairly slack, you might want to use 

a scraper to help with this.  

• Return to bowl and cover. 

• Repeat this rest and fold sequence every hour for another 3 or 4 

hours. (This is NOT a quick bread!) 

• By round two, you will start to see air bubbles forming, and you 

should hear the sound of them popping as you 

fold the dough. 

• By the last rotation, even if the dough 

hasn’t risen very much, you will see air 

pockets forming.  

• cut your dough in half, you should see 

lots of bubbles evenly distributed through the dough. 

• Shape your dough as you wish: long narrow, ovals or rounds. I 

chose to do one round that will go in a banneton to rise, and one oval to rise on a pizza 

slip. 

• For the round loaf I have best results lining the banneton with 

a linen tea towel that’s only used for this purpose. Dust the 

towel heavily with flour  

• Use the edges of your hands to tuck the sides of the dough 

under as you rotate the ball of dough to make a smooth, tight 

ball.  

• Place the ball so the seam is up in the banneton and dust with 

flour. 

• Fold the towel up and over to cover loosely.  

• For the oval loaf, shape the dough into a rough rectangle, then rock 

gently back and forth, tucking edges under to form an oval shape. 

• I dusted a pizza slip with flour and set the oval loaf seam side down 

to rise. Cover with a towel OR 

• If you prefer, you can put your loaves on a greased cookie sheet 

and cover with loosely tented plastic wrap: give the wrap a spritz with 

baking spray to keep it from sticking to the dough. You can also set your loaves on 

parchment paper to rise covered with greased plastic wrap. 

• Let rise for at least 2 or as much as 4 hours until they are visibly puffy.  I make a 

makeshift proofing box by pouring a cup of boiling water into a cast iron pan (you’ll use it 

again later) and setting it on the bottom rack of the oven with the covered loaves on the 

middle rack. This reduces the rising time a little bit without sacrificing the crumb or crust. 



Unlike regular bread, this is NOT going to double in size. It should puff up a bit, but it's not going to get 

huge. It should look noticeably puffy. 

• Once you think you’re close to being ready, if you’re using a banettone, 

turn the round ball gently over onto the palm of your hand and slide it onto 

the pizza slip or cookie sheet next to the other loaf so the seam side is 

down. It should feel light and puffy in your hand. 

• Turn the oven to 450° and insert your baking stone if you have one onto 

the middle rack. Put a cast iron pan on the bottom rack. Have a cup of 

boiling water close to hand. 

• Once your oven is up to temperature AND NOT 

BEFORE!, use a lame or a sharp serrated knife to cut deep slashes in the top 

of your loaves: a star shape on the round loaf and a series of diagonal slashes 

on the oval work well. Don’t be tempted to do these before the oven is ready: 

if the dough dries out in the cuts, it won’t expand properly and your dough will 

blow out the sides of the loaves. 

• Be firm: these should be at least ½” deep. If all is well, you’ll see air 

bubbles showing up in the cuts. Don’t worry if your dough collapses a bit: it 

will spring back once it hits the oven. Compare the cuts with the loaves in the 

picture on the first page to see how these work to shape the loaves. 

• Immediately, slide the loaves onto the baking stone (or just put the cookie sheet into the oven 

if you’re not using a stone. 

• Quickly, pull out the rack with the pan and pour in the hot water. (Careful – steam burns are 

nasty!). Slide the rack back in and close the oven door. 

• Bake for 20-25 minutes until loaves sound hollow when you tap on the bottom. They may not 

brown as much as you expect: if your sourdough took a long time to work, it may have 

consumed all the sugar in the flour leaving loaves that are pale. If you prefer a darker loaf, 

you can brush with olive oil to brown.  

• My loaves browned well, with good definition where the cuts were, so I just let them bake 

until well browned. The crust will crackle if you squeeze the loaf once it’s done. 

• You’re supposed to let it cool before cutting. Sure….like that’s going to happen! You can see 

the wonderful crumb here 

 

Enjoy! Feel free to email me at kigraham@shaw.ca if you have any problems or questions: I’ll 

do my best to answer. 
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